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PRESS RELEASE          November 20, 2014 

YVR jet fuel transport arguments in Vancouver Court next week 

Judicial Review Hearing of Decision to Issue Environmental Assessment Certificate will 

be in British Columbia Supreme Court on November 26, 27, 2014 

(Metro Vancouver) The controversial proposal to build a marine terminal and jet fuel storage 

facility in Richmond, and a pipeline to YVR will go before a judge next week in Vancouver. 

On Nov. 26 and 27, 2014, VAPOR and Otto E. Langer will have their application for judicial review 

heard in the Supreme Court of British Columbia, arguing the public did not have a meaningful 

opportunity to comment on the project. 

At issue is the December 2013 Environmental Assessment Certificate issued to the Vancouver 

Airport Fuel Facilities Corporation (VAFFC) by Minister of Environment Mary Polak and Minister for 

Natural Gas Development Rich Coleman. The Certificate permits the VAFFC to proceed with its 

Vancouver Airport Fuel Delivery Project, which would see the construction of a marine terminal 

and fuel storage facility at the foot of Williams Road in East Richmond to receive jet fuel from 

tankers and barges travelling up the South Arm of the Fraser River. The very toxic and flammable 

jet fuel would be stored on the banks of the river in a tank farm close to condominiums and an 

entertainment and sports complex and shipped through the City of Richmond to Vancouver 

International Airport via a new pipeline. 

VAPOR and Otto E. Langer argue that the public consultation, as required by the Environmental 

Assessment Act and the Environmental Assessment Office’s policies, was seriously inadequate in 

many ways so that it did not meet the standards required by law. For example, members of the 

public had only 7 days to review the Application in advance of the public comment period, which 

contained more than 1,500 pages of technical materials, and notices of opportunities to review the 

Application and provide comments were vague. A second example of this inadequacy is that 

notices that ran in the Sing Tao Daily, a Chinese-language newspaper, were published only in 

English. 

For further comment, contact Otto E. Langer: 

Otto E. Langer  VAPOR President  Cheryl Tobias QC   

Fisheries and Aquatic Biologist      VAPOR Legal Counsel    

Phone 604 274 7655    Phone 604 345 3908  

Email ottolanger@telus.net   Email <ctbs@telus.net> 

 
For case background -  see attached PRESS BACKGROUNDER 
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VAPOR Society PRESS BACKGROUNDER                                                      November 20, 2014 

VAPOR / Otto E. Langer Challenge Ministers Mary Polak’s and Rich Coleman’s Approval to 

Allow Jet Fuel Terminal, Tank Farm and Tankers into the Fraser River  –  

        Judicial Review to be held in BC Supreme Court on November 26-27, 2014   

 

Five years ago the Vancouver Airport Fuel Facilities Corporation (VAFFC) began the process to obtain an approval from 

the B.C. Environmental Assessment Office (BC EAO) to develop a jet fuel handing facility on the north shore of the 

Fraser River’s South Arm just upstream of the Massey Tunnel and immediately upstream of  Richmond’s concentration 

of entertainment, sports and condominium complexes. This facility would be serviced by Panamax sized supertankers 

and barges full of highly toxic and flammable jet fuel. 

After over 1000 days of environmental review the BC EAO determined that the public consultation process as directed 

by their staff, but conducted by the VAFFC, was adequate despite persistent local government and citizen’s complaints 

of a number of irregularities in the review process which made it unfair, unbalanced and non-transparent. BC Ministers 

Polak and Coleman approved the project in December 2013 and gave it an Environmental Certificate. 

VAFFC proposed a similar but much smaller project in 1988 that was soundly rejected by the Federal government’s 

environmental review process which at the time was felt to be a fair, open and balanced public consultation and review 

process. The project, then in the North Arm, was determined by the review panel to be too great a threat to the estuary 

and its rich natural legacy of fish and wildlife populations. 

VAPOR*, a citizens group formed to oppose this most recent development, felt it had exhausted all options of working 

within the 2011-2013 BC EAO environmental assessment process and after making many political appeals to the 

responsible ministers VAPOR and Otto Langer felt they had no choice but to challenge the injustices of this assessment 

and decision in the BC Supreme Court. This Judicial Review is to be held on November 26-27, 2014  in the Vancouver 

Court House (800 Smithe St.).  VAPOR and Otto Langer argue that they were denied natural justice and procedural 

fairness in this matter as related to relevant legal principles and laws in the public consultation process. 

VAPOR has taken this legal action to represent the wishes of over 85% of the citizens who opposed this project as 

determined in four different polls and the rejection of the project in unanimous votes by Delta and Richmond City 

Councils. It is truly unfortunate that here in BC we now have environmental review process that is minimalist in 

approach and considerably less than acceptable to protect the overall public trust i.e., the mandated job of government. 

This includes our social values and enjoyment of life, property and public safety along the river and the protection of 

globally significant salmon and other fish and wildlife populations in the Fraser River. Why did we have a better 

environmental review process and more responsible decision making in 1989 to keep highly toxic and flammable jet fuel 

out of the  vulnerable Fraser River and its estuary than we did in 2013? 

Currently both the Federal and BC Governments have shown little interest in environmental enforcement. They have 

provided superficial and flawed environmental reviews in the name of jobs, economic growth and prosperity. We feel the 

meaning of environmental sustainability for future generations has been lost and we will all be the worse off until this 

approach can be changed. This judicial challenge has been expensive for a small citizens group and it was taken with 

great reserve. However, at times where the government is no longer doing its job to protect our heritage, we felt we had 

no other option but to protect the public interest and question why is government ignoring its responsibilities and taking 

a minimalist approach to environmental protection? 

Please refer to the Press Release and for further information please contact  Otto  Langer,  VAPOR President 

*VAPOR is a citizens’ society formed to oppose jet fuel tankers and fuel handling and storage in the Fraser River and estuary. VAPOR promotes an environmentally safer, more reliable land based 

pipeline option to supply jet fuel to YVR that will remove all jet fuel barges and supertankers from the Fraser River, its estuary and Burrard Inlet.    

  


